For Almost Every Vehicle Door Lock Actuator Replacement

In this Fast Fix we will learn how to replace most door lock actuators in a car or truck door.

Written By: Nathaniel Clark
INTRODUCTION

Things to Know Before Starting

This will show how to replace door lock actuators on most cars, keep in mind not all vehicles are the same.

The Removal and Replacement of the Actuators

We will have to remove the door panel from the door that has a broken door lock actuator by popping the tabs that hold it to the door while also removing door handle from inside as well as most switches. After removal of the door panel the rest is pretty easy. After removal of the door panel the steps are less stressful, unhook the door lock rod from the door lock (make sure not to loose the clip) the final step is to unbolt and unclip the motor from the door body. The scariest part for beginners is the actual popping and pulling on the door panel after that the process is in general a calm one.

TOOLS:
- Cordless Drill (1)
- Phillips #0 Screwdriver (1)
- Flathead Screwdriver (1)
- Paint Scraper (1)
- Precision Drill Bits (1)
- rivet gun (1)

PARTS:
- Power Door Lock Actuator (1)
**Step 1 — Door Lock Actuator**

- Remove door panel by using a flat head screw driver or a paint scraper to slide between the body of the door and the inside of the door panel to lift up on the 6-10 push pins
- Be careful to not lift up hard without your tool being next to the push pin otherwise it may break.

**Step 2**

- Gently use the same tool for loosening door panel to pop off the covers that hold on the plastic trim pieces to expose screws and electrical switch plugs
- There will be tabs to depress or unhook on plugs so make sure to see how the socket is attached before pulling on a switch or plug
Step 3

- If your door has an inner liner or panel like this one does it is easy to remove
- Locate the bolts around the edges of the panel and unscrew them to remove the final barrier between you and the actuator. Or, if you have a plastic or fabric liner slowly peel it back, being careful not to tear it, until it is out of the way.

Step 4

- After locating the door lock actuator, which will be on the top or bottom of the door furthest from the engine bay, unplug the single socket running to it by depressing the tab and pulling it away from the motor.
- As shown in the third image there is an eye hole where your door lock rod will be running through. This will need to be pulled out from the actuator as well
Step 5

- Using a drill with some drill bits to remove the rivets from the door body by finding a bit size that is bigger than the size of the dimple in the head. This may need more than one round of drilling so do not be afraid to incrementally go up in bit size.

- After drilling this out there will be an eyelet on the end of your drill and hear a ting of the back half falling to the ground this means you have dismounted the actuator.

Step 6

- After the actuator is removed from the door the new one must be unboxed and prepped for install.

- Use WD-40 to spray down the eyelet (the rubber ring) as shown to make the pressing of the rod back into the loop easier, it is a very tight fit.

To reassemble your device, follow these instructions in reverse order.